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When I was younger, I saw a boy take his last 

breath on a gym floor while warming up before 

a middle school basketball game as a result of 

a brain aneurysm. At that moment, I realized that 

life is short and tomorrow is never promised. 

 

My parents taught me how to work hard, 

how to value people, and how to stay positive. 

I was told I could always control two things: 

my attitude and my effort. 

 

People see the videos and the books and the 

social media stuff. They say, "I see why he's called 

Mr. Excitement." 

 

The real story is I've failed more times than you would 

care to know--as a student, athlete, teacher, coach, 

speaker, and writer. I've simply learned how 

to fall gracefully and get back up quickly. And I do that 

because I believe that until God calls me home, my 

work here isn't finished. 

 

What is that work? To live boldly, love fiercely, and lead 

passionately. Every. Single. Day. 

 

In short, I'm really just a small guy, from a small town, 

with a big heart. A heart for encouraging people to 

dream and to become their very best self. What I get to 

do is a blessing, and because of that, I believe my job is 

to be a blessing to others. 

 

Let's grow.

MEET JEREMY



ENDORSEMENTS
 

"I contacted Jeremy to work with store managers statewide to boost morale and pump up customer 

service. Little did I know the strong effect he would have! I was overwhelmed by the instant positive 

feedback I received. The store managers, as well as our program services staff, all had nothing but good 

things to say and were very excited to pass his enthusiasm on to those we work with and serve. He 

definitely had a strong impact and I would highly recommend him to anyone to encourage and boost a 

positive workforce."  -Lennea Wooten, Director of Retail Operations, Goodwill Industries of Kentucky 

"The world is blessed with a few individuals who have an 

indomitable desire to spread the infectious positive energy that 

they have within themselves. These people are rare and they are 

startling to encounter because to them no task is too daunting, no 

mountain too high, and no journey too long. And not only do they 

fearlessly take on these challenges, they want to help you take them 

on too. Jeremy Taylor is one of these special gifts to us." -Ben Bruni, 

Principal, Russellville Jr./Sr. High School 

 

"Jeremy spoke to the needs of my organization and motivated 

my leadership teams to acknowledge, develop, and inspire 

change in their lives personally and professionally. He understands 

what drives individuals and simplifies the process in culture 

development of a company."  -Adam Lawson, District Manager, 

The Sherwin-Williams Company 

 

"Jeremy has the ability to inspire teenagers as well as seasoned 

executives... They (leadership team) said it was so much more than 

the typical corporate leadership training; they walked away feeling 

like they received tools that could be applied to their personal AND 

professional lives. Jeremy does something that sets him apart - he 

knows how to say what everyone is thinking and feeling in a way 

that puts them at ease as well as draws them into the discussion." 

-Michael Rodenberg, President, Murakami Manufacturing USA 

 

"Jeremy presented a very inspirational message to our clinicians. The take-home message was down 

to earth and everyone was excited to put his words into personal action. We were so impressed that 

we partnered with him again to do intensive training with our admin staff and supervisors. We know 

that our communication, leadership, and customer service will be improved and trickle through our 

entire agency.”  -Christopher George, Executive Director, Applied Behavioral Advancements 



SERVICES

 

KEYNOTES: 

We are ALL in the People Business 

Dreams Do Come True 

You are Priceless 

Positivity in the Workplace 

Resurrecting Manhood 

 

WORKSHOPS: 

Personal Development 101 

The 5 C's of Great Leadership 

Service Over Self 

Together is Better 

 

BREAKOUT SESSIONS: 

The 8 Be's of an Effective Speaking Engagement 

Stick and Stay: Preventing Burnout 

Winning with People 

Get Excited, Stay Excited 

Little Things Lead to Big Results

"Everybody can 
encourage somebody." 

*Jeremy is also available to deliver a custom keynote or workshop for 

conferences, companies, schools, universities, and other organizations. 

Additionally, he provides one-on-one coaching. Visit jeremyataylor.com 

to learn more.



EQUIP 
EMPOWER 
ENCOURAGE
jeremyataylor.com


